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Realising the value of technology
Areas of value creation
Digitalised project execution
Unmanned platform
Electrification
All Electric SPS
AC / DC power distribution
Fiber optics
Optimised service strategy
AUV and drone capability

Subsea tracks

Subsea
electrification
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Health

Safety

■ Reduced exposure to noise due

to topside HPU removal
■ Reduced exposure to vibration

■ Reduced risk of pressure

exposure due to removal of
hydraulic pressures in XT
■ Reduced number of maintenance

due to topside HPU removal
■ Reduced exposure to hydraulic

fluid due to topside HPU removal

personnel due to fewer topsides
and removal of HPUs
■ Improved performance of subsea

barrier establishment due to
improved control system design
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Environment
■ Reduced CO2 footprint due to
■ Fewer topsides facilities required
due to longer step-outs
supported
■ Reduced hydraulic fluid transport
due to removal of HPU
■ No HPU manufacturing required
■ Reduced hydraulic fluid released

to sea due to removal of
hydraulics
■ Improved performance of subsea
barrier establishment due to
improved control system design
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All-Electric Drivers – “The game changer”
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All Electric – Key innovation - Electric shutdown system

Key enabler – Electric actuator
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From Spring-based to Battery/Motor-based Shutdown

VS
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Spring (Mechanical)

Battery (Chemical)

Integrity verified by
periodic proof testing

Integrity verified by
periodic proof testing
and continuous diagnostic testing

Condition not monitored

Condition continuous monitored
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All-Electric Paradigm Drivers – “The game changer”

Asset Condition Monitoring

Risk Reduction

Knowing the condition of the asset enables detailed overview of
asset integrity.
Information enabling risk reducing measures to ensure full
system integrity upon a hazards event.
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HSE

Monitoring

■ Less noise and vibration

■ Live process, condition and

■ Fewer offshore personnel

performance monitoring
■ Know process status

■ Reduced exposure to pressure

testing
■ Lower carbon footprint over the

asset lifetime
■ Improved barrier management

and establishment
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■
■

Continuous valve position
Monitoring during and after
shutdown enabled

■ Enhanced monitoring enables
■ Reduced probability of
operational errors
■ Improved maintenance model
■ Targeted modification and repair
activities
■ Reliable operations thought the
asset lifetime
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Risk
■ Reduced risk exposure to

personnel and environment
■ Better understanding of process

and asset integrity enables
Operators to make correct
decisions faster
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The Future Is Electric
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Copyright and Disclaimer
Copyright
Copyright of all published material including photographs, drawings and images in this document remains vested in Aker Solutions and third
party contributors as appropriate. Accordingly, neither the whole nor any part of this document shall be reproduced in any form nor used in any
manner without express prior permission and applicable acknowledgements. No trademark, copyright or other notice shall be altered or
removed from any reproduction.
Disclaimer
This Presentation includes and is based, inter alia, on forward-looking information and statements that are subject to risks and uncertainties
that could cause actual results to differ. These statements and this Presentation are based on current expectations, estimates and projections
about global economic conditions, the economic conditions of the regions and industries that are major markets for Aker Solutions ASA and
Aker Solutions ASA’s (including subsidiaries and affiliates) lines of business. These expectations, estimates and projections are generally
identifiable by statements containing words such as “expects”, “believes”, “estimates” or similar expressions. Important factors that could
cause actual results to differ materially from those expectations include, among others, economic and market conditions in the geographic
areas and industries that are or will be major markets for Aker Solutions’ businesses, oil prices, market acceptance of new products and
services, changes in governmental regulations, interest rates, fluctuations in currency exchange rates and such other factors as may be
discussed from time to time in the Presentation. Although Aker Solutions ASA believes that its expectations and the Presentation are based
upon reasonable assumptions, it can give no assurance that those expectations will be achieved or that the actual results will be as set out in
the Presentation. Aker Solutions ASA is making no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy, reliability or
completeness of the Presentation, and neither Aker Solutions ASA nor any of its directors, officers or employees will have any liability to you
or any other persons resulting from your use.
Aker Solutions consists of many legally independent entities, constituting their own separate identities. Aker Solutions is used as the common
brand or trade mark for most of these entities. In this presentation we may sometimes use “Aker Solutions”, “we” or “us” when we refer to Aker
Solutions companies in general or where no useful purpose is served by identifying any particular Aker Solutions company.
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